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Have Targeted Absolute Return funds delivered in 2020?
 Target Absolute Return funds were billed as “all-weather” funds
 How have they fared in 2020 relative to our Risk Parity Index?
 We look at Total Return, Max Drawdown and change in correlations in
this analysis
Targeted Absolute Return funds
Targeted Absolute Return funds (“TAR”) were billed as “all weather” portfolios to provide positive
returns in good years, and downside protection when the going gets rough. How have they fared
in the COVID rollercoaster of 2020?
Using our Risk Parity Index as a more relevant comparator
We benchmark TAR funds to our Elston Dynamic Risk Parity Index: this is a risk-based diversification
index whose construction (each asset class contributes equally to the risk of the overall strategy)
and purpose (return capture, downside protection, moderate decorrelation) is closer in approach
to TAR funds than, say, a Global Equity index or 60/40 equity/bond index.
Absolute Return
In terms of Absolute Return, ASI Global Absolute Return Strategies has performed best YTD +4.70%,
followed by BNY Mellon Real Return +2.43%, both outperforming the Elston Dynamic Risk Parity
Index return of +2.37%.
Fig.1. YTD Performance Targeted Absolute Return funds
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Source: Elston research, Bloomberg data. Total returns from end December 2018 to end September 2020 for selected
real asset funds.

Downside risk
If downside protection is the desired characteristic, then it makes sense to look at drawdowns both
by Worst Month and Maximum (peak-to-trough) Drawdown, rather than volatility.
In this respect, Invesco Global Targeted Return provided greatest downside protection with a March
drop of -1.11% and Max Drawdown of -1.99%; followed by ASI Global Absolute Return Strategies
with a March drop of -2.74% and Max Drawdown of -3.81%. This compares to -5.14% and -10.23%
respectively for the Risk Parity Index.
Fig.2. YTD Total Return, Worst month, Max Drawdown
STRATEGY
Elston Risk Parity Index
ASI Global Abs Rtn Strategies
Janus Henderson MA Abs Rtn
Invesco Global Targeted Rtn
BNY Mellon Real Rtn
Aviva Multi-Strategy Tgt Rtn

YTD
TOTAL RETURN
+2.37%
+4.70%
+0.42
-2.23%
+2.43%
-1.12%

MAR-20 %MM
-5.14%
-2.74%
-6.79%
-1.11%
-7.99%
-3.89%

MAX
DRAWDOWN
-10.23%
-3.81%
-11.84%
-1.99%
-15.51%
-8.31%

Source: Elston research, Bloomberg data. Year to date as at 27/10/20. Maximum drawdown: peak-to-trough drawdown
in 2020. Total Return in GBP terms.

Risk-adjusted returns: Total Return vs Max Drawdown
Bringing it together, we can adapt the classic “risk-return” chart, but replacing volatility with Max
Drawdown. On this basis, ASI Global Absolute Return Strategies has provided the best Total Return
relative to Max Drawdown, followed by the Elston Dynamic Risk Parity Index. Whilst Invesco Global
Targeted Return provided least drawdown, it also provided worst returns.
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Fig.3. Risk (Max Drawdown) vs Total Return (YTD, 2020)

Source: Elston research, Bloomberg data, as at 27/10/20 in GBP terms

Rolling Correlations
We look at the change in Correlation (sometimes referred to as “ceta”) as a dynamic measure of
diversification effect. By plotting the rolling 1 year daily correlation of each TAR Fund and our Risk
Parity Index relative to a traditional 60/40 portfolio (we use the Elston 60/40 GBP Index as a proxy),
we can see whether correlation increased or decreased during market stress.
Elston Risk Parity Index correlation to the 60/40 GBP Index was relatively stable. Janus Henderson
MA Absolute Return fund and BNY Mellon Real Return fund showed an increase in correlation into
the crisis; ASI Global Absolute Return Strategies showed greatest correlation reduction into the crisis,
delivering the diversification effect.
Fig.4. Rolling -1year daily correlation to Elston 60/40 GBP Index

Source: Elston research, Bloomberg data, as at 27/10/20 in GBP terms
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Summary
Based on this analysis
1. Comparing TAR funds to a Global Equity or even 60/40 benchmark is interesting, but less
directly relevant. A Risk Parity Index could be a more appropriate additional comparator.
2. Despite longer-term performance issues, 2020 has been a good year for ASI Global
Absolute Return Strategies delivering solid Total Returns, with low Max Drawdown and a
visible decrease in correlation (increase in diversifier effect)
3. Other absolute return funds have failed to beat the Risk Parity benchmark from a risk (Max
Drawdown)/ total return perspective.

Find out more
For more insights and information on research, portfolios and indices, visit:
www.elstonsolutions.co.uk or NH ETF<Go>

www.elstonsolutions.co.uk
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ABOUT ELSTON
We research, design and build investment solutions with and for asset owners, managers
and advisers.
Our Research & CPD focuses on multi-asset strategies, index funds and ETFs.

NOTICES
With reference to the European Union Directive 2014/65/EU on markets in financial instruments (“MiFID II”): this Report
does not provide a recommendation for an action, provides information freely available for public consumption and does
not therefore constitute “Research” as defined by MiFID II. This is because this report contains purely factual information
on one or several financial instruments or issuers and does not explicitly or implicitly recommend or suggest an investment
strategy. It does not therefore constitute an investment recommendation as defined within the meaning of Article 3(1)(35)
of EU Markets Abuse Regulation (“MAR”), in conjunction with Article 3(1)(34) of MAR. For further information, please refer
to ESMA guidance ESMA70-145-111 Version 12.
With reference to the European Union's Market Abuse Regulation (Regulation (EU) 596/2014): we warrant that the
information in this report is presented objectively, and the following commercial interests are hereby disclosed: Elston
Consulting Limited creates research portfolios and administers indices that may or may not be referenced in this report.
If referenced, this is clearly designated and is to raise awareness and provide purely factual information as regards these
portfolios and/or indices.
An “Index Portfolio” is not a regulated benchmark but a research portfolio of index-tracking investments with a periodic
rebalancing scheme.
All company, product and service names and trademarks used in this article are for identification purposes only and are
the property of their respective owners, and their usage does not imply endorsement.
This document is not an advertisement or financial promotion. It is provided for informational purposes only and is not
intended to be an offer or solicitation, or the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument,
or for Elston Consulting Limited to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information
contained herein.
This document is issued by Elston Consulting Limited registered in England & Wales, registration number 07125478,
registered office: 42 Brook Street, London W1K 5DB.
© Elston Consulting Limited. All rights reserved No unauthorised reproduction.
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